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ECONOMIC AMD SOCIAL' TREKDS IN AFRICA AMD REVIEW OF THE ACTIVITIES ,

OP THE ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (agenda item 5) (E/CN.14/237* 238,
239, 279) (continued)

The CBAIRMA5 invited the observer for the International Con

federation, of Free Trade Unions (iCFTU) to make a statement,

Mr, MtflLU (Observer for the International Confederation of

Free Trade Unions) said that the ICFTU had in the past sought the

guidance of the secretariat of the Commission, with very helpful results.

The Confederation's members had established training programmes and had

opened a researoh office on African labour problems, endeavouring to

harmonize the thinking of labour leaders with the policies of the

Commission and with the aims of the Organization of African Unity. He

hoped that fruitful contacts with the Commission would> continue.

The Commission ought to make much greater use of non-governmental

organizations; this hard-won practical experience oould make a useful

contribution io its work. Although certain of them, possessing consul

tative status-■ could', in theory, submit material for consideration, in'

fact few invitations were made to them to do so.

Employment in Africa was causing considerable concern to the inter

national trade union movement. The problem could not be solved merely "by

establishing new industries, attracting investment capital and expanding

national output. In spite of the rapid economic growth apparent in, for

example, East and Central Africa, employment figures in that area were

no higher than they had been ten years ago, and were in some oases lower*

The development was an ominous one. Differences between the higher and

lower income groups were continually widening, and the unemployment

problem^ particularly among the younger age groups, was being steadily

aggravated. If that trend were not halted, social and political harmony

in Africa would be jeopardized„

One of the chief causes of the situation was the reluctance of

employers to invest in unskilled labour, in spite of the fact that labour

in Africa was abundant and cheap. Thus production continued to expand
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through increased mechanization, while the vast manpower resources of the

country remained virtually" untapped. To counteract that trend, govern- .

ments should undertake intensive programmes of vocational training, which

would give labour an economic advantage in relation to capital. Another

cause was that various financial inducements encouraged employers in' the

use of mechanisation as against manpowor= Finally, the fact that mechan

ization was tcJed1 on almost purely external capital meant that displaced

labour which would normally be absorbed elsewhere in the economy found

itself*'without a market*

It was encouraging to the ICFTU that the Government of Kenya had .

recently taken &eti7e steps-' to fight the unemployment problem, firstly

by organizing voluntary workerc' brigade's, and secondly by entering into .

a tripartite -agreement with the Kenya Federation of Labour and the Uteder— -

ation of Kenya -Employer's; whereby private employers undertook to: increase

their labour force by t'on per ^anl and the Government to increase its

labour force hy fifteen per cant; while the Trade Unions agreed to re- .:

frain from further wage ol&iras-V The agreement was' to be valid for an r-..'

experimental period of one year, -Though it might.prove precarious, it: ■■-■

nevertheless oonctituted a great step forward, since it showed that' the;■ ■'.:

Kenya Government as well as1 the labour organizations were aware of the

seriousness' of the problem and were prepared to take strong ar.d concerted

steps to tackle it, ■ ::.

The whole question of eimyi'oyn-.^r'* ought to be given the highest ■ *

priority in -any I ■r'?^-:^-- \ ..r^lopn^nt plan. All factors affeoting; the

size arid structure of the labour force should be throughly analyzed from

the viewpoint of social and- eocr.oraic development,- a task, involving as ■

it did much complex unC tc--hxii;:^l r'j'jo&pch, which it Was eminently

appropriate for'the Scoi-jGmic Commission for 'Africa secretariat to under

take. In most of" the work done "by the secretariat, however, the volume

and structure of employment were- treated as being only of secondary

importance, and'no real attempts were1 made to find a comprehensive

solution to the problem. The reason was no' doiOut the unfortunate

division of "■ work "oe-'-^oii tbc Economic Ccramisnion for Africa and the .■:.:.■.
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International Labour Organisation, whereby most employment questions

:vere left to the latter. It was to be hoped that the Commission would

pay more attention to employment questions in tlio future.

He regretted that the Commission paid such scant attention to the

labour organisations, and to the important contribution they could wake

to Africa's social and economic development. In response to his organi

zation's frequent requests, at the fifth session the Commission's Economic

Committee had recommended that studies "be undertaken on present and future

manpower requirements, and on the part played by popular movements in

economic development^ "but no concrete action had been taken on the

recommendation- It was to be hoped that the secretariat would undertake

the studies in question. E-!x :rganiL.!+-.on -.•iov1A bo r-i.gd to assist if

called upon to do so.

Mr. COULIBALY (ivory Coast) considered that only through

economic prosperity could the African States achieve full national

sovereignty. He accordingly supported the work of the Conference of

African Statisticianss the sub-regional offices, the African Institute

for Development and Planning; and the African Development Bank. The

investment programme of the African Development Bank ought to be drawn ir-

by international experts, so that subsequent requests for funds for the

Bank might be adjusted t(. its real needs^ thus avoiding any strain on the

"budgets of subscribing countries.

Economic expansion in Africa depended on the creation of wide

markets, and his delegation therefore supported the gradual creation of a

common market covering the entire continent- The proposal to establish

an African common market, had been approved by the Conference of Heads of

State, The Ivory Coast would not obstruct it onoe the basic conditions

existed for its realization at a continental level. The Ivory Coast had

already taken steps to expand inter—African trade: the oil refinery at

Acidjan would process raw material from Nigeria? Gabon and Algeria.

■Similar initiatives in o:h:.;: or xtries vcv.ld pave t^e way towards a

future African common market, fcsasures had already been taken within the

framework of the West AfricanCustoms and Monetary Unions to expand inter-

State trade. In his view, sub-regicnal organizations represented a f?.j.-at

step towards a larger grouping.
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The success of such efforts depended on the consolidation and

development of each individual group. Any attempt to weaken existing

trade and financial relations between L.-^* and other States or sub-

regional co-operation between African States would run counter to the

ultimate goal. The association of African countries with the European

Common Market did not hinder African unity; the Ivory Coast had teen Bu.

prised at the Executive Secretary's attitude. In that respect he fully

concurred with the views expressed by the representative of Nigeria. For

the next few years his country intended to preserve its traditional

markets for raw materials. The African countries should indicate what

alternative markets they could offer and what goods they could supply, of

equivalent price and qiial:'-1. r-

The proposal to establish an African Payments Union ought to be

carefully studied, in close collaboration with the International Monetary

Fund and experts appointed by existing African monetary unions.

Each country was responsible for drawing up its own development plans,

in harmony with those of other countries. Agricultural development plan,

ought to be closely co-ordinated, since world consumption of agricultural

products was not very flexible. On the other :.and, a vast potential

market for industrial goods existed in Africa. The first priority should

therefore be to increase African purchasing power.

He welcomed the secretariat document on the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Development (s/OH.14/279), and supported the

Executive Secretary's proposals that the Commission should meet only

every other year and that fewer special meetings should be held.

Lij Endalkachew MAKONNEK (Ethiopia) observed that the primary

objective of the Development Decade was to close the gap between rioh

and poor nations and the forthcoming Conference on Trade and Develop

ment was accordingly to be welcomed, as a step in that direction. The

Conference would have to consider such questions as the adequacy of

present trade relations in tens of .elation, between developed and

developing regions; achieving .-. maxim™ interflow of investment capital

into doYoiovins oou-.'.-c:- '• ■-.olViru technical cid and infection;
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balancing world supplies and prices of primary commodities;.adjusting

the present situation, in which the prices of raw materials were falling

while those of manufactured and industrial goods rose in favour- of .the

underdeveloped regions; and economic interdependence, as opposed to Geo

political economic groupings.

Co-ordination "between the Economic Commission for Africa and the

Organization for African Unity was important, and it was gratifying to

know that that was fully appreciated. African nations could best serve

their common interests through joint development of resources in the

interests of economic unity.

He agreed with the Executive Secretary that the Economic Commission

for Afrioa was passing from the phase of study to that of implementation,

and with the view, implicit in the1 Executive Secretary's statement, .that

a thorough economic survey ought to precede any economic planning-or

industrialization programme envisaged at the national or .the sub-

regional level. Distance and communications, and the finding of trained

personnel and the necessary funds for the extensive projects contemplated,

presented serious problems. Infrastructure development was of primary

importance and the basic means of contact and exchange, such as transport

and telecommunications facilities, would have to be given high priority.

Sub-regional development was the most practical approach for a

continent of the size of Afrioa. Certain points.must, however, be borne

in mind. First, an exhaustive survey and careful inventory of existing

and available resources should be made in order to make sure that all

resources in all parts of the region were fully taken into account. .

Secondly, any recommendations concerning the location of industries

should take account of the development plans of member countries in the

region, so that when a country gave up a project of its own in order to

accommodate sub—regional projects another equivalent project would be

located in its territory? sub-regional industrialization ought not to

bring member countries less benefits than they hoped to reap from their

individual development plans. Thirdly, training and industrial research

ought to be given due priority, in order to provide the neoessary
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teohnioians, executives and managers; inequalities in that sphere at the

sub-regional level ought to "be corrected, and the possibility of establish

ing sub-regional institutes of industry and standardization ought to be

given careful consideration. Lastly, transport and.teleoommunicatxons must

be given high priority.

There was a need for greater efforts in regard to international aid

and technical assistance, through co-ordination of activity between the

Economic Commission for Afrioa and the Organization for African Unity and

the various world bodies. The appropriate international bodies might be

asked to set up a special fund to finance the economic survey he had

referred to. The Eoonomic Commission for Africa could play a valuable

part in stimulating the granting of, and in chanelling, whatever aid and

technical assistance might be available in the international field, and

in giving encouragement and incentive to the private sector of the world

capital market*

He assured the Commission of his Government's full support and co

operation,

Mr, WALTER (Mauritius) welcomed the Executive Secretary's

proposal that the Commission should meet only every other year, " He

expressed approval of the Eoonomic Commission for Africa's statistical

activities, the proposed establishment of an African Development Bank,

the setting up of sub-regional offices, and the establishment of the

African Institute for Development and Planning. The Institute must

produce intellectually and technically qualified men who did not sub

scribe to any particular ideology. He was appreciative of the willing

ness of the Soviet Union, the United States, Great Britain, France and

other countries to provide facilities for training African statisticians

and welcomed the idea of an African common market, an Afrioan Payments

Union and an increase in inter—African trade.

The representative of Nigeria had raised important issues with

regard to the ownership of insurance companies, shipping monopolies,

the absence of common African air services, and the establishment of

agencies for the control of production and marketing. Governments
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ought to be free to introduce the necessary legislation to do away with

any remaining vestiges of colonialism; without government direction and

planning private enterprise would not, in his opinion, invest in a

manner which "benefitted the economic development of a particular country

as a whole. It was necessary to have co-ordination of economic develop

ment. There was nothing to prevent governments from introducing legis

lation to force insurance companies to use their profits in the interest

of social and economic development. The establishment of indigenous

banks was not a panacea in itself, beoause there was no clear line of

division between politics and economics; it was only by means of govern

ment' direction that results could be achieved.

Economic unity was the dream of the entire African continent.

Unity meant mutual depondenoe and mutual aid between all African

countries. Mutual aid involved inter-trading, and consequently the

creation-of an African common market and an African Payments Union,

Mauritius was too remote geographically to be concerned in any common

services,' apart from sea and air transport, but it had a higher purchasing

power than most African countries and was interested in developing African

markets, particularly markets in East Africa,

.. , He welcomed the statement made by the representative of the Inter

national Atomic.Energy Agency.. Concerning the potential use of solar

energy, he pointed out that there was much to be learned from the

research carried out by Israel, Israel had also made praiseworthy

efforts- in the field of irrigation.

With regard to the forthcoming Conference on Trade and Development,

his government welcomed the efforts that were being made to promote

stable and adequate prices for producers of primary products. The.,

recommendations made at the end of document on the Conferenc3 (E/CN.14/ .

279) might provide a suitable basis for .-a common policy for the African
States.

The meeting was suspended at 10,53 a.m. and was resumed at 11.25 a.m.
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ME. GABDGU (Chad) supported unreservedly the Chanaian

proposal, made? at e, previous meeting, that Angola; Mozambique and

South-West Africa should participate on the Commission.

Chad was predominantly a faming country, and cotton represented

seventy per cent o.r its exports. Cotton prices were fixed by the big

Western markets without consulting the African producers. If prioes

fell, the living standards of the million or so peasant cultivators

would be drastically reduced. The Chad Government was, therefore,

obliged -Lo support the price paid to the. cotton growers, and it had

created a opooi-a i\:.nd for thai purr.rs^. Owing to. the fall "in prices .

since the abolition of preference, the Chad Government estimated that,

in the fiva years 1954-1963, it *ov.ld heva co provide funds amounting'

to $10 million. In the long run it was Impossible for Chad, which had

many other urges t, r.?cK.,^rs," to bear £O h,Javy a blirden> An countries

of tropical -ad equatorial Africa faced, similar problems* The Chad ■

delegation accorJi*sl;y ^ootr.ed the forthcoming Confarence on Trade and

Development ,v,d hoped that the Corifprsncfc would arrive at a satisfactory
solution of i,fcu p:?'M:»le:ir.

Another eor^us probl^n w&s transport, Chad was therefore parti

cularly irvtsreatcd X:z ^<- ^cV03(i6. extension of ths Cameroun railway

to the sout.i of Chpa, in the planned rail link between Lagos and

Khartoum and in the ne, ro.:d southwards from Tripoli, which would provide

an outlet to tao MecUterr^-an. Meantime, Chad was pressing on with a

vigorous, internal programme of -oad construction.

Chad :-aB oolla>oratij:g vi^h her rifcightours in a number of industrial

projects: wj.ih Crcc-roun, in projects for a textile factory, a.cement

works,-extension of the port of Douala and extension of the railway;

with Nigeria, Ni^r ,.nd C^.roun, in plans for the exploitation of the

resources of Lake Chad; and with four of its southern neighbours,

Cameroun, the Central African ^public, Conge-(Brazzaville) and Gabon,

in a project for setting up an oil refinsry at Port Gentil, Those four

countries and Chad vere alro collaborating in the field of telecommunic

ations, and had formed a monetary union.
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He hoped that m.ore of the African airline companies would make

use of the facilities of the international airport at Fort Laray;: to

reach Addis Ababa from Fort Lamy one ; _: at present to travel via

Paris and Frankfurt.. .

Chad was eager to take part in an African common market and hoped

thatthe- existing obstacles to its creation would soon be overcome.

Careful study was necessary, however, before setting up an African

Payments Union,. r. ■ . .

. .- ■ ■ Chad was making1 great efforts to improve its educational and

training systems; nevGr-theless; international technical assistance. J\

would remain nocoa^ai'-y xox* eoiae time to come.
■ '-.■■ ■

Hie delegation was in favour of the africanization of the BCA

secretariat and hoped that African countries possessing the necessary.

qualified personnel would make such personnel available; it also. '...

supported the Executive Secretary's proposal that ECA provide funds

for .the. braining-of African staff.

He congratulated the secretariat on the excellent and informative

.documents it had prepared for the session, and welcomed the.proposal

that- the,; seventh ■seGsion:,G head in Algiers

MrV IBIHOIHA" (Uganda) said that although Uganda' 8- balance of--
trade remained favourable, his country,,together with others in Africa,

was'confronted «itha problem of falling prices for export products.

He hoped that the forthcoming Conference on Trade and Development, and

the Kennedy Hour.* in Mays fcight help to' solve that problem. A more .

permanent r63.-dy wou] 1 be diversification through the promotion'of

industrialisation. .,

Underwits-fivo-ye^ development plan, 1961/62 to 1965/66,. based

on tie 1961 .Horld Bank E^uomlo Survey Mission, Uganda planned to invest

;iaill-ion i;i vlq r-^-^o :oo^tv to ■eiisui^e that Ihe gross national

pr.qduot.grev faster- thaf +>ho population.
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The full implementation of that plan, however, depended on the

availability of financial and technical aid from abroad, and Uganda

had found it was not always easy to obtain loans or suitable technical

advioe. Financial aid was almost invariably subject to the condition

that it must be provided in kind, while experts frequently failed to

apply themselves to the economic problems of concern to the countries

they had oome to help.

He agreed with the critical comments made by previous speakers,

particularly the delegate of Nigeria, on the work of ECA. In addition,

some papers, owing to the fact that they covered the whole continent,

were too general for it to be possible for recommendations of value te

any particular country or region to be made in them.

He supported the Executive Secretary's proposal that the Commission

■eet only every other year and suggested that, if the proposal were

adopted, the secretariat should send documentation to member countries

three-months before the session, and provide summaries of papers pre

pared by member countries.

It was important that ECA should help African countries to oo-ordinate

their national development plans by oonvening sub-regional meetings of

ministers, so as to draw their attention to the need for a concerted

planning effort and to acquaint them with the plans of other governments

in the sub-region. It would, incidentally, be helpful if the boundaries

of the sub-regions were defined more precisely.

The CHAIRMAN invited observers for non-member countries to make
statements.

MR. ARKHIPOV (Observerfor the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics) said that the year since the fifth session had been.marked

by the signing of the Moscow Treaty banning nuclear tests in the atm^-

phere, in outer space and under water- The Soviet Government believed

it was essential to achieve agreement on general and complete disarmament.

In the interests of consolidating peace and preventing war, the Soviet '
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Government had.submitted a proposal for the signing of an international

agreement en the renunciation of the use of force by States for .the , .

settlement;of territorial disputes and frontier problems. The'proposal-:

was,fiUly.in keeping with the principles of the Charter of the Organization-

of African Unity and had been approved hy many African statesmen. . .

^■eradication of backwardness and poverty and the development

of ejwnomic independence, diyersifioation, of each national economy and

the elimination of the economic aftermath of colonialism, were the major

tasks facingyoung States, The popularisation of all that was advanced*,,

progressive ,and useful for the economic development of the African .. ■;,.,

countries,ought to.be one of the objectives of the work of ECA. ,

At the present session great stress was being laid on the develop- '

ment of African nations' external trade. Before the African nations '

had -gained their independence the Soviet Union's trade with the*, had, :r""

for obvious reasons, been negligible. Recently however it had developed' :

considerably. The favorable effects of the conclusion of trade agree- ; '

a«ft8 between socialist and developing nations had been described by
Mr. Prebisch, the Secretary General of the forthcoming United Nations'

Conference on Trade and Development, .That Conference ought to make
Provisions- .for, the-, granting- of trade privileges and advantage. te , ,...

developing countries, free from any demand for. reciprocal concession.. ,-;

The Joint declaration made by the developing countries at the" "
eighteenths^ of the United Nations General Assembly hed emphasized
the determination of the developing countries to achieve economic and ' ":"
social progress through,complete.mobilization of internal resources,

development .of agric.uiture, industrialization, and diversification'of ■ '■' -
production .«d trade. One condition for the fulfilment cf those

was the i^prov^ent ,of institutional agreements, including-where

necessary the establish.ent of-new machinery. Ia the view of the'

Soviet Union there was an urgent need for such new machinery in the

form qf-^International Trade Organization. . ■ • ■• .
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In the field of training, in addition to training personnel from

African countries in the USSR, the Soviet Union was assisting the UAR,

Guinea,^Tunisia, Ethiopia and other countries to establish higher and

secondary technical educational establishments and centres for training

jkilled workers.

Ho decision had yet been taken on the Soviet Union's suggestion,.,

made at the fifth session, that the TJSSH might, with the unused porti*

of Its'contribution for technical aid and with funds from the United

Nations and the specialized agencies, establish, under the BCA's

auspices, a regional vocational training school or training centre in

Africa for the training of middle-grade personnel for industry and

agriculture. The Soviet Government wished tc repeat that suggestion.

Soviet organizations were prepared to assist,.as part of the USSB'n
contribution to the United Nations for technical assistance, the Afinow

Institute for Economic Development and Planning, by sending highly

skilled Soviet teachers and scientists to work at the Institute and >y

contributing Soviet publications in English and French to the Institute'a

library.

In 1964/65, twenty-two or more seminars for experts from developing

countries would be held in the USSR in co-operation with the specialized

agencies. ■ He hoped ttO.Sc«*nws would be attended by many experts from

African cguntries and that they would help to show African experts hew

to take advantage of the Soviet Union's experience in solving some of

their problems.

ME. KVACEK (Observer for Czechoslovakia) pointed out that,

as the African countries struggled to achieve their economic independent

ECA became increasingly important. Czechoslovakia considered that the

role of the regional economic Commissions should be strengthened and

their mutual oo-operation encouraged. For that reason his country had

proposed that ECE..should increase its assistance to the developing

countries. The United Nations Centre for Industrial Development (OID)

could play an important part in the planning of industrialization
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programmes, A CID seminar on modern techniques in the iron and steel

industry had recently been held in Prague,' and it was proposed that

further meetings should be convened in Europe. ECE,,c.ould help in the

preparations for those meetings;, it could also share its experience

in such important fields as the decentralization of economic-activity,

a highly effective means of expanding production forces in .the develop

ing countries- .... . ■

The Conference on Trade and -Dsvelopraerit would meet at a time'when

conditions existed for long-term co-operation between countries of

differing economic, systems, at different stages of development, and

with different.economic nee.ia and criteria,,., It could not disregard-■':

^..^er-relation be"!;w3en trade,.,peaceful,co-existence*. disarmament--^;

and the normalization of international ■.relations. Steps oould-"be; ■.

takento open tthe way for. exerting collective .pressures in order to-'"-

s°lv9 certain .economic problems. . Czechoslovakia, :Me USSR -aid:.Poland

had proposed a sot of new principles to govern economic ^©-operation,:■ • .;

based on equality, sovereignty and non-interference. All countries

should pursue economic "policies designed to bring about changes in the

international division^ labour and world trade, Czechoslovakia was

preparing structural changes'in its economy that would stabilize its .

economic relations, providing a permanent and growing market for. the'

developing countries..

In 19<3, Czechoslovakia had further extended its relations with

Africa. Experts had been sent," trainees had'been received, and trade

had- increased in both dirodtione. Financial';advantages and .low-interest

credits had-been"-granted:to'various African countries, Czechoslovak!,

basic concern was to bring an element''of stability into :i'ts ' e..oononio. ,, \

relations^- Fe<feliPsure that 1964'wouid witness a'continuation of

those mutually Advantageous policies.' ' ' ' ' "'

' ' MR. EHDMAHii (Observerfor the Federal Republic; of Germany), :said
that work dp co~ordinat:ng industrial development in the various sub-

regioW" in-.preparatiih- fo- an'" African"" common' market' was important for

a's
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the whole world as well as for Africa, and as the representative of a

member of the European Common Market he warmly welcomed it.

He also weloomed the activities of the African Institute for

Development and Planning. Representatives of the German Foundation

for Developing Countries and the German Geological Survey had visited

th'e Institute, and the Federal Government was prepared to provide it

with technical assistance on request. In co-operation with 3CA, the

German Foundation had arranged for a Joint seminar on transport to "be

held in Tangier in April 1964.

His Government was also prepared to offer technical assistance to

the African Development Bank, although he recognised that the Bank's

staff,and its equity capital, ought to "be African. He "believed that

the test way for the Bank to perform its function as an institution

serving all the African countries would be for it to grant loans on

sound business principles and to eliminate all non-economic factors in

its business policy.

In regard to economic co-operation and development generally, he

agreed that the principle "more trade than aid" ought to-be applied

to Africa. Africa's trade deficit was decreasing, and the Federal

Republic's imports from Africa already exceeded its exports to Africa.

It was important, however, that trade should not overshadow development

assistance entirely.

The Federal Republic had itself received assistance since 1945

and consequently had a special understanding of the countries needing

assistance at the present time. Since 1961, his country had given

teohnical assistance to Africa in the form of grants and loans to a

total of $424 million, mainly for agricultural training centres and for

transport and communication systems. The Federal Republio also

contributed to the United Nations technical assistance programmes,

ranking.as third largest donor.

In connexion with development assistance, he felt that, despite

the urgent need for schools, hospitals and highways, more attention
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ought to "he paid to revenue—producing activities such as agrioulture

and mining and the processing of African primary commodities. Tn

help activities of that kind, the German Development Company was

participating in oertain small and medium sized enterprises in Africa

and was encouraging German enterprises to invest in them and to offer

them the benefit of their experience.

In conclusion, he drew attention to the faot that the German

voluntary development service, "Learning, Helping Overseas", Xad, in

1964» sent its first group of young men and women to work in the

developing oountries.

The meeting roae at 1 p.m.




